2021-2022 Project Teams: Help Make It Happen!
What are your hopes for your meetings, your Intergroup, and your personal recovery this year? Is there
a way that Region One can more effectively take care of “business” so that we have more time and energy
to carry the message of recovery?
Let’s make it happen in our Region One Project Teams!
Thank you for sharing your time, energy, and RECOVERY to strengthen Region One! Here are short
descriptions of each project team:

Assembly Notebook Project Team
Purpose: Help our next Assembly run smoothly by providing a complete, accurate, and easy-to-use
Assembly Binder. Include amazing resources to strengthen our meetings, Intergroups, personal recovery
and Region One as a whole. Consider creating a resource section to go with the theme of Assembly.

Budget/Finance/Delegate Support Project Team (BFDS)
Purpose: To assist the Treasurer in the review and management of Region One’s financial health and wellbeing, create and maintain a yearly budget, and support as much representation from our Intergroups at
Assembly and WSBC as possible within the budget.

Bylaws Project Team
Purpose: To review and propose changes (if needed) to Region One Bylaws and Policies, and to assist
those submitting motions to Assembly, ensuring that motions brought before the Assembly are clear
and presented in proper form. If possible, serve on the Reference Committee at Assembly.

Nurturing Newcomers/Newcomer Retention Project Team
Purpose: To provide resources to assist newcomers in their first year of membership in OA. To increase
newcomer retention in Region One.

Public Information & Professional Outreach Project Team
Purpose: To share and generate ideas for carrying the message in newspaper, radio spots, television,
and other media and to spread the word to professionals and help individual Intergroups do the same.

Sponsorship/Strong Recovery Project Team
Purpose: To strengthen, support and equip sponsors in Region One, as well as assist in increasing the
number of sponsors. To offer opportunities and resources for members to strengthen their meetings and
their personal recovery.

